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NEWS RELEASE
'EMILY'S MAGICAL JOURNEY': HOMEGROWN STORYBOOK
COMBINES KIDS' DRAWINGS, UD STUDENTS' WORDS
DAYTON, Ohio - From the opening drawing of a heart-faced kid smiling out of a secondstory window to the elaborately illustrated parting of the two main characters in the final scene, a
new homegrown children's book reveals its story accompanied by drawings by students at
Patterson-Kennedy Elementary International Heritage Academy.

Emily's Magical Journey: Learning About Lead is a joint project between University of Dayton
students, who wrote the text, and children in the nearby grade school, who supplied the
illustrations. The book is part of a project to teach about the dangers of lead, conducted last
semester at Patterson-Kennedy by juniors in UD's honors system design seminar.
Called "Getting the Lead Out," the project focused on finding physical solutions to the
problem of lead in the environment, educating children and their families about what they can do
and testing the Rubicon neighborhood, where the school is located, for lead in paint, soil and
water. UD honors program students from many disciplines tackled the complex problem.
The Ohio State Department of Education is considering the UD project as a possible model
for in-service projects by education students across the state.
Getting the storybook together ran past the semester deadline, but University students are
determined to supply at least a few copies for the school's library. They intend to assemble and
bind color photocopies of the pages.
"We had one goal," said Alicia Franken, 20, a junior from Louisville, Ky., who is majoring
in psychology and Spanish and who is one of three writers of the storyline; "We wanted to educate
the children about lead to help reduce their exposure. And we've had a real positive response from
students and teachers at Patterson-Kennedy. They want groups like ours to come back in the
future."
Part of their urgency about getting the book into the school library is their eagerness to
provide information for future students, she said.
By having the children produce artwork for the book, UD students provided two benefits,
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said Candy Mcintosh, resource teacher at Patterson-Kennedy. "The drawings tell you right away
how well the children are receiving the information about lead, and they are appealing to other
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children," she said. "Children love to listen to other children and view other children's work."
The story introduces Emily, the central character who is 10 years old and lives in "a big, old
house in the city," and her new pal, Squirrely, who teaches her about lead throughout the ages.
On their magical journey, the pair visit ancient Rome, where lead in cups and glasses "made the
drinks taste sweeter" but also made the drinkers sick. And they visit Europe for a glimpse of a man
in lead-laced white face paint, a white curly wig and "short funny pants." "This time, they got sick
from breathing the lead, not from tasting it," Squirrely explains to Emily.
Their stop in 1918 shows Emily's house being built, complete with lead in gasoline that
may have seeped into the ground, in the water pipes and in the paint used inside the house and
outdoors.
Returned to the present, Squirrely tells Emily how to help her baby brother avoid lead, how
to run a faucet for 30 seconds before drinking a glass of water or brushing her teeth and how to
wash her hands thoroughly before eating. Squirrely also gives nutrition advice, telling Emily to eat
foods with lots of iron and calcium.
"You should also be careful when you're playing outside," Squirrely tells Emily. "Try to
play in the grassy areas of your yard away from the walls of your house, but don't play games that
kick up a lot of dirt and dust. And never put dirty fingers or toys in your mouth!"
"It was really a lot of fun,"said Molly McKinley, 20, a history and psychology major from

Carthage, Ind., and another of the co-writers. "The idea of the seminar is to work on the process of
a project, which is good because corporations today emphasize teamwork and leadership roles and
facilitating actions. But this project had a direct service aspect to it, and that was exciting to me.
We're not only helping people, but also directly interacting with the students."
UD students spent a week in November at the school, conducting educational sessions for
children in grades one through six. Skits, puppet shows and demonstrations were all part of the
lesson plans, and the children in grades one through four were asked to draw pictures to illustrate
the storyline. Twenty of the drawings are included in the book.
"The first time we met, we hit on the idea of having the Patterson-Kennedy kids illustrate
the book," said Christina Rossetti, 20, an English major from Pittsburgh, the third co-writer. "So we
included those sessions in our curriculum.
"At the end of last year, we talked about ideas for our project for this year," she said. "We
wanted to do something that had an impact. I think it was incredibly valuable, for us and for the
students."
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